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Abstract— Business Intelligence (BI) helps organizations in 

making data-driven decisions by visualizing the current and 

historical data. Despite the plethora of BI tools, their accessibility 

and usability are still issues. To alleviate these issues, 

organizations use Chatbots. However, due to the variety of 

requirements and different organizational structures, developing 

a BI chatbot is a complex task that requires the collaboration of 

technical and BI experts. To address this problem, in this paper, 

we propose a model-driven approach for the automatic generation 

of personalized BI chatbots for organizations. The approach is 

implemented as a framework, which includes two components. 

First is a modeling component that allows the user to model the 

business-specific chatbot. Second is an automation component that 

automatically generates the chatbot code. We conducted a case 

study to evaluate the applicability of our approach. The results are 

promising for developing interactive BI chatbots according to 

various organizational needs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Business Intelligence (BI) systems combine operational data 
with analytical tools to present complex and competitive 
information to planners and decision-makers [1]. Data 
presentation and visualization happen at the reporting layer 
through BI reports, dashboards, or queries in the BI 
environment. The reporting layer is one of the BI’s core 
concepts [2], which can define queries in standard or user-
defined reports based on self-service BI [3]. BI systems help the 
organization to reduce the required time for data collection and 
processing significantly. Therefore, a business analyst can make 
accurate and competitive decisions through fast and efficient BI 
reports, which leads to more income with low costs for 
organizations. Moreover, BI systems can improve decision-
making and data analysis, which leads to growing the 
satisfaction of customers as well as employees from the business 
environment [4]. 

Recently, BI systems have been widely used in organizations 
to gain insights into business managers. Thereby, numerous 
business intelligence tools have been developed to take 
advantage of data and support decision-making. However, most 
existing BI tools, such as Microsoft Power BI1, Tableau2, and 
Oracle Analytics Cloud3, are commercial systems that do not 

 
1 https://powerbi.microsoft.com/ 
2 https://www.tableau.com/ 

support the integration with popular social networks such as  
Telegram 4 . For this purpose, organizations working on 
intelligence tasks have to develop tools that ease 
communication, especially when the employees quickly need to 
access large quantities of unstructured data. However, the 
development of proper communication tools requires a deep 
understanding of BI techniques and tools. In this regard, an 
organization to provide data analysis and visualization 
capabilities for their employees has the following limitations. 

• The complexity of BI platforms makes it impossible 
for organizations to create personalized mobile 
applications for their employees. 

• Each organization has a specific structure with several 
departments that each department has to extract and 
analyze different reports. 

• BI systems work on vital organization information to 
provide visual reports. Communication means must be 
well-formed to satisfy constraints at the user level and 
protect data privacy.  

 In recent years, chatbots have been widely adopted in 
various organizations as one of the leading technologies to 
provide a direct communication channel and exchange business 
data between companies and persons. Chatbot represents a 
reasonable and practical way of interaction between humans and 
machines [5]. Chatbots provide an intelligent solution for online 
and on-demand access to data during an interaction with a 
machine in a dialogic fashion [6].  Although chatbots have been 
used as customer service environments during the last years, 
they currently play a critical role in many businesses to improve 
customer experience. According to the Business Insider report, 
experts predict that by 2022, 90% of banks and enterprises will 
use chatbots [7]. Considering managers as the customers of BI 
tools, we can leverage this solution to the decision-making 
processes involved in BI. Therefore, the chatbot is a potential 
solution to provide communication means for organizations that 
need ubiquitous and on-demand business intelligence reports.  
However, the design and development of a chatbot, along with 
the business domain and organization needs, usually depend on 
a deep understanding of business as well as advanced technical 
knowledge. 

3 https://www.oracle.com/business-analytics/analytics-platform/ 
4 https://telegram.org/ 
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 This paper introduced a new framework to address the issues 
mentioned above by providing a domain-specific language as 
well as an automatic code generator to build personalized BI 
chatbots for organizations.  Our framework follows a model-
driven approach that helps business managers, who are 
nonexpert users in programming but aware of the organization 
requirements, quickly design and automatically generate chatbot 
code for the targeted platforms. Compared to the software 
services, well-known communication tools like Telegram and 
Discord5 do not need to install new apps and swap between 
different social networks [7].  We provide a proof-of-concept 
implementation based on the Telegram platform, which 
currently is one of the popular and most used social networks 
[8]. Our framework generates chatbot code for the Telegram 
platform based on enterprise structure, roles, and employee 
accessibility, leading to a more convenient user experience.  To 
validate the proposed approach, we conducted a case study to 
demonstrate the applicability of our framework by developing 
chatbots in two businesses with different needs.  The results 
show that the proposed approach facilitates the development of 
BI chatbots for various organizations. 
 The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II 
presents an overview of the proposed approach. Section III 
proceeds with the details of tools used in the implementation of 
the approach. Section IV presents the case study with a 
discussion on the results. Section V reports related work and 
Section VI concludes the paper and outlines future work. 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH 

This section presents our approach that applies Agile and 
Model-Driven Development (MDD) [9] principles to define 
personalized chatbots for organizations. We followed a model-
driven methodology under the guidelines provided by Gharaat 
et al. [10] to develop the proposed framework. Regarding this 
methodology, our proposed framework includes three main 
parts: Modeling, Automation, and Realization. They help in 
reducing the gap between business needs and technical domains 
using the separation of concerns principle. The Modeling part is 
responsible for facilitating the chatbot design according to the 
business need by providing a domain-specific language. The 
Automation part is used to generate the required codes and 
runtime-level information using several automatic 
transformations to build a personalized chatbot. At last, the 
Realization part is responsible for deploying chatbot code in the 

 
5 https://discord.com/ 

target platform and running it for the end-users. The process of 
building a personalized chatbot using the proposed framework 
is depicted in Fig. 1. In the following, we represent the 
components involved in each part in detail. 

A. Modeling 

The proposed framework allows nonexpert users to design a 
business chatbot based on a domain-specific language. The 
meta-model of this language is shown in Fig.2. This meta-model 
specifies meta-classes, relations, and all required features 
essential to define a business chatbot. According to Fig.2, each 
business chatbot model consists of a Configuration, more than 
one States, and several Users and Queries. Each Query involves 
one or more parameters (Param) and several Filters, which is 
applied on a source dataset to provide the target data as a textual 
report or Chart. Furthermore, Users might execute Queries 
based on their Role to access business charts and reports. 
Moreover, each State has a textual Message, one Keyboard that 
includes more than one Buttons, and can move to another State 
using several next relations. To facilitate business chatbots' 
modeling and design activity, we provide a JSON-based 
template that helps the organization's employees model 
personalized chatbots based on the required data and queries. 
The resulted chatbot model is the output of this part.   

B. Automation 

This part starts by receiving the chatbot model from the 
Modeling part. The model provides the input of three 
transformation activities to automatically generate chatbot 
source codes, controllers, and visualizers. In the following, we 
dig into the main components of this part and explain the internal 
data flow between them. 

Code Generator: This component generates the final 
chatbot codes and message processors based on the input model. 
From the moment a message is received from a chatbot user and 
directed to a message processor by the bot controller, that 
message processor determines which logic should be run and 
how the formatted result should be sent back to the user. Since 
the message processors are mainly generated based on modeled 
data, they operate entirely based on what the chatbot designer 
has been determined to satisfy the requirements. 

Bot Controller: As discussed above, message processors 
get new messages from the bot controller. Thus, the bot 

 

Fig. 1: Process of Chatbot Generation using the Proposed Framework 

 



controller is the first component of the final chatbot that gets 
involved with new messages received from users. Therefore, the 
bot controller must be aware of the platform API that the 
message originated to receive messages and send back the 
responses correctly. After fetching the message, the bot 
controller should pick the most suitable message processor by 
comparing user authorization and state with the modeled data 
and assign handling the message to it. Finally, when the 
processor returns the response to the bot controller, it sends that 
response back to the message origin to finish the message flow. 

 Visualizer: In message processing, the processor may need 
to return a diagram as the message's response. In this situation, 
the processor uses the visualizer component to produce its 
intended chart. Thus, the visualizer component should get the 
predictor and target parameters required to draw different charts 
based on modeled data and return the chart as a report. 

C. Realization 

When the chatbot codes have been ready, the realization part 
deploys the chatbot over the targeted platform to make it 
available to chatbot users for interaction. The platform 
determined in modeled data affects the way the deployment 
process should occur. Therefore, realization should be able to do 
the deployment process according to the target platform. In the 
current version of the proposed framework, we deploy the 
resulting chatbot over the Telegram platform. 

III. TOOL SUPPORT 

Tool implementation has been done in two parallel phases, 
including Modeling and Automation phases, to support the 
mentioned capabilities in our approach.  Python is the main 
programming language used to implement the automation 
phase, and Eclipse Modeling Framework6 (EMF) is the leading 
platform used in the modeling phase. The implementation is 
available on GitHub 7  under the Apache 2.0 license. In the 
following, we briefly review each phase. 

 
6 https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/ 

A. Modeling phase 

We used the Eclipse platform to implement the proposed 
meta-model using the Ecore tool.  According to the implemented 
meta-model, we prepared our extension that helps the user by 
providing a JSON-template for chatbot designers.  Using this 
template, designers can determine their intended structure and 
features for their target chatbot. 

B. Automation phase 

As the automation's main component, the controller is 
implemented based on a python library called “django-tgbot”. 
The state-based architecture of this library makes the whole 
system event-driven; that is what our framework needs to handle 
a messaging system. This library is used as our messaging 
interface needed to communicate with users on the Telegram 
platform. It should be noted that “django-tgbot” creates a 
Django project with a bot app as its core, making it possible to 
develop more apps to interact with the bot in a highly efficient 
way and without any overhead. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

This section illustrates the applicability of our approach in 
automatic generation of a personalized chatbot for extracting 
business intelligence reports in different organizations. To this 
end, we conducted a descriptive case study following the 
guidelines introduced by Runeson and Höst [11]. The main goal 
of our study was to evaluate the applicability of the proposed 
framework to generate personalized business chatbots for 
different real-world scenarios. Another goal was to assess the 
correctness of the generated codes and resulting chatbots. To 
this end, we followed our process to deploy two personalized 
chatbots for various business domains in the proposed 
framework. In the following, we first review the design of the 
case study. Then, we discuss and draw some conclusions 
regarding the results of our experiments. 

7 https://github.com/BIChatbotGenerator/BICGen 

 

Fig. 2: Business Chatbot Metamodel 

 



A. Case study design 

As an appropriate input to this case study, we need the 
business requirements to design the structure of chatbots.  In the 
following, we introduced the specification of two personalized 
chatbots for the Human Resource (HR) department of an 
organization and the Sales department of an enterprise. 

HR Chatbot. This chatbot facilitates the reporting systems 
for a manager in charge of the HR department to extract reports 
and analyze performance and support in some main areas, 
including recruitment, human resources information, payroll 
and compensation. By considering such requirements, the 
designer defines JSON files to specify the target chatbot. Fig. 
3.a shows an excerpt of JSON scripts that model the HR chatbot. 
For instance, the “Recruiting Rate by Segment” report is filtered 
by Month Name, can only be accessed by the HR Manager, and 
result in a Pie Chart. Fig. 3.b presents the interface of the 
resulting chatbot for a practical scenario of executing the 
“Recruiting Rate by Segment” report. Fig. 4 shows the extracted 
chart by the “Recruiting Rate by Segment” report. This chart is 
automatically generated by the visualizer part of the HR chatbot. 

Sales Chatbot. This chatbot is generated for an enterprise 
that deals with big data and needs to make quick decisions in a 
competitive market. They can make financial reports relevantly. 
Fig. 5.a shows an excerpt of JSON scripts to design the Sales 
chatbot. In this chatbot, the “Unit Sold by Segment” report can 
be filtered by Segment or Country, and as shown in Fig. 5.b can 
be visualized the resulting data by a Pie Chart or Bar Chart. The 
generated charts are depicted in Fig. 6.  

B. Discussion 

The resulting chatbots in our experiment are depicted in 
Fig. 3.b and Fig. 5.b. In this section, we discuss the applicability 
of our approach and the correctness of the generated chatbots 
based on the extracted results. 

Applicability: We used the proposed approach to generate 
chatbots for two real-world cases in various enterprises. These 
chatbots include different business requirements, and results 
show the applicability of the proposed framework to generate 
chatbots code and address this concern. 

Correctness: We performed an expert review to check the 
fulfillment of requirements by domain experts to assess the 
correctness of generated chatbots. The results show that both 

       
(a) JSON Script                                      (b)  User Interface   

Fig. 3: An Example View of HR Chatbot 

       
(a) JSON Script                                      (b)  User Interface  

Fig. 5: An Example View of Sales Chatbot 

  
               (a)  Pie Chart                                      (b)  Bar Chart 

Fig. 6: Sales Report Example: “Unit Sold by Segment” 

 
Fig. 4: HR Report Example: “Recruiting Rate by Segment”  



generated chatbots support enterprises' requirements, including 
different charts, various filters, and specific access levels to the 
data. The list of possible reports is available on the project 
GitHub (see Section III). 

V. RELATED WORK 

In recent years, several research efforts have been made to 
deploy chatbots for various contexts to automate tasks and 
improve user interactions [12]. In this section, we will focus on 
approaches that have been proposed to ease chatbot definition 
and deployment. 

Baudart et al. [13] introduced wcs-ocaml a library, a multi-
tier chatbot generator library, which can be used with the 
reactive language ReactiveML for developing chatbots using a 
code-based approach. The proposed library generates the 
chatbot code for the runtime tier. In fact, this approach provides 
an opportunity to generate repetitive code and only focus on the 
reactive feature of chatbot composition. In contrast, since the 
complex interactions require a deep understanding of the codes, 
we target the low-code technique by offering a model-based 
approach. 

Lacerda and Aguiar [14] proposed an approach to allow 
nonexperts reused open-source chatbots projects to develop a 
chatbot. They identified assets that could be reused as a block-
box and the assets that should be customized for a particular 
chatbot. This approach allows nonexperts to develop chatbot 
projects in a shorter time by reusing quality-assured codes. 
However, the proposed approach only contributed to developing 
FAQ chatbots, while our approach focused on building business 
intelligence chatbots. 

Daniel et al. [15] introduced the Jarvis framework that 
provides a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to define chatbots 
in a platform-independent way. They then extended this 
approach by proposing Xatkit [12], a model-based chatbot 
development framework that aims to support event-based 
conversations and customize intent recognition for chatbots. 
Similar to our approach, Xatkit also uses a model-based 
development paradigm for the definition of chatbots, however, 
for a different purpose. We designed a domain-specific language 
to support the features required to develop business intelligence 
chatbots, while Xatkit focuses on developing chatbots for 
customer services and conversational domains. 

Ed-douibi et al. [16] proposed an approach to automatically 
derive full-fledged chatbots from API-based Open Data sources. 
This approach relies on a model-based representation, in which 
the API definition is specified via UML class diagrams for the 
configuration of the chatbot and Web API. Then the model is 
used to generate the chatbot and query the Open Data source. 
Although this work is very similar to our approach, the 
generated chatbots are general, unlike our resulting chatbots, 
personalized based on the end-user access level. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced a model-driven framework to 
design and develop personalized chatbots for various 
organizations. This framework provides a domain-specific 
language to define the details of business chatbots, where 
different transformations use the designed model to generate 

chatbot codes automatically. Our framework helps business 
experts quickly develop personalized chatbots without any 
programming knowledge while decreasing the development and 
maintenance costs.   

As future work, we plan to prepare a dashboard with a user-
friendly interface for enterprise nonexpert employee to enter 
their configuration and structure to create JSON files. We also 
intend to improve the flexibility of generated chatbots using an 
NLP component to transmit a command string from the 
messaging component to the controller component. Moreover, 
we aim to conduct more experiments to assess the useability of 
the proposed framework. 
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